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The author of this thesis, Martin Kratochvíl, writes on a worthy topic that needs attention: the 
benefits of video games in education (Kratochvíl focuses on role-playing games (RPGs)). 
 
Kratochvíl does what he sets out to do and lays out what students can learn from RPGs (e.g., 
content learning, critical thinking, language, etc.). 
 
The thesis is well-organized and well-written and Kratochvíl writes on the issue passionately. 
He brings a breadth of knowledge on the subject, citing good examples of RPGs. 
 
The only two negative points I could raise would be that: 
a.) perhaps there is not as much prejudice against video games these days as Kratochvíl 
assumes: “It (the thesis) should also try to disprove some of the prejudices and negative myths 
related to video games” (page 8). Kratochvíl himself writes in his conclusion: “During the 
research for this thesis and its subsequent writing, probably the most reccuring topic was the 
amount of interest that teachers or parents are willing to give to their children’s hobbies” 
(page 59). Many parents and teachers are probably gamers themselves. Video games were not 
invented only yesterday.  
and  
b.) Kratochvíl’s aim was rather theoretical – he wanted to point out what can be learned from 
RPGs in the classroom. However, I would have liked to have seen more work in the practical 
area of the thesis, so, not just the questionnaire created and distributed but research into 
books/websites/podcasts, etc., dealing with how games are really used in education. I know 
that at the Bc. level students do not study methodology, so this omission is somewhat 
understandable. Kratochvíl does mention one good example: Taylor Nix’s quest/reward 
system used in his classroom (page 31). But then Kratochvíl writes “This single teacher – it is 
entirely possible that there are more examples of such activities – might be the harbinger of 
modern approach in education” (page 32). Kratochvíl almost seems surprised that someone is 
applying RPGs in a practical way! 
 
This thesis though was meant as an introduction to the topic, and as an introduction it is a fine 
one. 
 
I would recommend the author do more research on this topic in the future, whether for a 
follow-up degree (e.g., Mgr.) or to publish in magazines/academic journals. If it can be shown 
by Kratochvíl how RPGs and video games (or even other games) can more exactly be 
incorporated into the curriculum (by others or by devising lessons himself) that would be 
most welcome. 
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